
+49 (0)40 468 992 48
Mo-Fr. 10:00h to 19.00h

Middle Gobi Motorcycle Trail (M-ID: 3148)
https://www.motourismo.com/en/listings/3148-middle-gobi-motorcycle-trail

from $2,095.00
Dates and duration (days)
On request
6 days

Escape from Ulaanbaatar for a few days of exciting motorbike riding through the sparsely populated
provinces of Tuv “Central” aimag and Dundgov “Middle Gobi”

This motorcycle circular route covers 1200 km in 4 - days
riding. The landscape is varied and dramatic including
granite mountains, sand dunes and rolling steppe. It is
remote and you may ride for hours without meeting people
or other vehicles. Most of the population in the countryside
still live a nomadic or semi - nomadic existence, moving
frequently with their herds of animals.      

This itinerary is suitable for experienced  riders, preferably
with some off-road experience.  Mostly the trail follows
rough jeep tracks, but we do ride some distance on tarmac.

Non-riders are welcome to join the group and can travel in
one of the support vehicles.

- - - 

Itinerary: 

Day 1: Arrive Ulaanbaatar
You will arrive in Ulaanbaatar and go to the hotel. In the
afternoon or evening you will meet the tour leader and the
rest of the group. The pre - tour meeting is about the day by
day itinerary and safety issues. Overnight in the hotel. 

Day 2: Ulaanbaatar - Baga Gazriin Chuluu 
Make an early start to get out of the city of Ulaanbaatar and
onto the road leading south to the Gobi. The road is
blacked - topped for a while, then soon becomes a rough
jeep track as it crosses the green rolling hills of TUV
(Central) Province. Ride on to Baga Gazar, a mountain of
unusual granite rocks which are home to ibex, Marmots,
steppe fox and plenty of birds of prey. Overnight ´Ger´
Camp.    

Day 3: Baga Gazriin Chuluu - Saikhan Ovoo 

Ride through "Mandalgov", the capital town of Dundgov
Province and continue across the open rolling hills and
steppe of "Middle Gobi" to the rocky cliffs beside the "Ongii"
river where the "Ger Camp" is located. Overnight "Ger"
Camp.      

Day 4: Saikhan Ovoo - Ovu Burd Els
Ride northwards along the rough gravel tracks of
"Dundgov". Pass by "Zorgol Khairkhan", a dramatic granite
mountain with bizzare rock formations jutting out against
the skyline. Our last night is spent not far from
"Bayanunjuul" village at "Ovur Burd". Overnight "Ger" camp
at "Ovur Burd Els".        

Day 5: Ovur Burd Els - Ulaanbaatar
As we return to Ulaanbaatar, the landscape becomes
gradually greener and more mountainous. Even close to the
city people still live the "Traditional Lifestyle" but there are
more horses and less camels than we encountered in the
Gobi. We expect to arrive at around midday. Overnight in
the hotel.      

Day 6: Departure
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Countries Mongolia

Category Motorcycle Tour

Terrain Combo On-/Offroad

Vehicle your own motorcycle

motorcycle rent optional

Tourguide / Coach yes (guided)

Accommodation Camping

Hotel / B&B or similar

Flight to / from no, not incl.

Ferry no, not incl.

Support vehicle (luggage/service) yes

Customer payment protection yes

* PRICING Minimal without optional extras, see pricing

Pricing

per rider in shared twin/double room $2,095.00

per pillion passenger (travelling in the support vehicle) and in a shared twin/double room $2,095.00

Rental motorcycle (surcharge) for the entire tour incl. petrol $520.00

Single room supplement for 2 hotel nights in Ulaanbaatar $80.00

Rental off-road motorbike boots (for all riding days) $40.00

Rental helmet (for all riding days) $20.00

Included

All Meals (except Ulaanbaatar) and bottled mineral water

2 Nights Hotel "Continental" sharing twin room

Traditional Tourist Ger Camps

Entrance Fees

English Speaking Guide

Motorbike Tour Support Vehicle

All Transportation (except Airport Transfer)

Insurance (3rd Party Motorbike Insurance)

Not included
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International Flight

Visa Cost

Airport Transfers

Protective Motorbike Clothing (available for hire)

Motorbike Hire (available for hire)

Motorbike Damage Security Deposit ( fully refundable )

Alcohol and Soft Drinks

Travel Insurance

More details

This tour is classed as 80% off-road and is fully supported tour

Accommodation on tour is always in Ger Camps (2/3 people sharing)

This tour will run with a minimum of 4 people

Available to hire: KTM 450 EXC ´SIX DAYS´

Non riders are welcome to join any of our motorbike tours. Price is available on request.

100% fully guided motorcycle tour

Hotel Ulaanbaatar based on sharing "TWIN" room (single supplement extra USD $40 per night)

For the motorbike security deposit (USD 700 or equivalent in another currency) we only accept cash on arrival
and it is returned in full at the end of the tour if no damage to the bike.

3rd Party Motorbike Insurance: covers a rider accidentally damaging someone else’s property, for example if
they were to damage a fence or hit a sheep.

Please read and understand the following:

Read itinerary carefully and understand daily routine.

This tour is total 6 - days with 4 - days riding.

Learn about Mongolia before you come. Most support staff cannot speak English.

Arrival time at GER camp depends on DISTANCE, SPEED and what happens during the day.

After we have arrived at GER camp, we cannot entertain individual participants.

We´ll pick you up and drop you off at CONTINENTAL hotel, unless other services agreed.

The motorbikes or vehicles may break down. Do not complain! We will do our best.

Tours are designed for motorcycle enthusiasts who wish to experience and explore Mongolia with KTM
Motorbikes.
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